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Examples of Business/Career Strategy Connections

Direction setting, hoping 
for a calling

Personal Value Proposition

Job search tactics

Decision modeling

Business founder setting 
aspirations

Value Proposition

Product launch tactics

Decision modeling



1. Aspiration Setting

Business Founder

Personal Strengths

Market Need

Desired Institutional
Characteristics

Individual

Personal Strengths

Employer Market Need

Personal Values at Work



Job/Career/Calling Model

Job Career Calling

• Money

• Limited sacrifice

• Money

• Prestige

• Power

• Service

• Craftsmanship

• Institution



Examples of Tools to Imagine Callings

• Extreme Strengths
• Extreme Values
• Dream Jobs and Nightmares
• Personal History
• Future article about you
• Others like you

Personal insights 
that can lead to fields 
or roles to pursue

• Tested
against
employer
market
needs



2. Value Proposition

Value Proposition in Business

Target Market Segment

What Market Segment Needs

How product meets needs

Price

Personal Value Proposition 
(PVP) in Careers

Target Employer Segment

What Employer Segment Needs

How You Meets Needs

What You Expect



3. Search Strategy

Product Launch

Target

VP to target

Pitch to show VP

Network and research

Opportunity Search

Target

PVP to target

Pitch to show PVP

Network and research



4. Decision Modelling

Business

How Alternatives Meet 
Objectives

How Alternatives Manage 
Uncertainty

Rigor

Life Work Plan

How Alternatives Meet 
Objectives

How Alternatives Manage 
Uncertainty

Rigor



Anthony

• MBA Student, 26

• Unusually bright; hardworking; 
very personable

• All past experience in real estate 
operational roles

• Intrigued by classmates’ fields 
and fields in B-School cases

• January of final semester; 
hasn’t started job search



Anthony’s Result

• Search began in February

• Secured 6 acceptable offers by April



Anthony’s Opportunity Search Strategy

1. Direction-setting exercises lead him to realize he had to commit 
to a field; he then committed to two parts of the real estate industry –
development (front end focus) and investment funds

2. Constructs Personal Value Proposition for those roles

3. Conducts smart and aggressive opportunity search

• Develops vivid and memorable “pitch” to explain PVP

• Aggressively networked and researched prospective employees



Anthony’s Target PVP and “Pitch”

Target/PVP
Real estate development and 
investment: “I think I bring something 
to the table that many other candidates 
don’t or can’t. Because I grew up in it, I 
like to think I have developed an intrinsic 
understanding of the real estate industry 
as an investment. And to supplement this 
fundamental understanding, I have spent 
considerable time and effort refining my 
financial understanding, capabilities, and 
acumen during my academic and 
professional career. My internships with 
Company A and Company B both had a 
heavy focus on finance and developing 
Excel modeling skills, as well as gaining an 
understanding for what makes a real 
estate investment successful”

Depth

• Entertaining stories about each 
item on resume

• 3 examples of non-confidential 
work

• All illustrating aspects of PVP



Anthony’s Networking

• Comprehensive list of positions

• Potential contacts through LinkedIn, University’s alumni databases, 
two real estate industry associations, personal connections

• Structured process to make initial contact, to record progress on 
each contact, to learn from first wave’s success, to revise emails
as appropriate, etc.



MBA Students Investigating Fields and Roles

• The next three stories show people who developed promising 
new aspirations, but then came to very different conclusions 
about whether to take the steps required.

• One aggressively purses the new idea, a second abandons 
his idea, and a third designs a plan to experiment with her idea.



MBA Students Investigating Fields and Roles

Mei (28)
• Studied consumer topics in college and interned 

with consumer company, but took industrial job 
after graduation to be near family

• Enters MBA night/weekend program to reset career

• Discovers latent, but strong interest in consumer 
marketing

• Never gets started on search; stays in job after 
graduation

• Declines advancement opportunity in current field, 
leading her to confirm new consumer direction     
and to launch aggressive job search

• Gets two consumer marketing offers



MBA Students Investigating Fields and Roles

Tommy (32)
• Government employee, sponsored into 

MBA night/weekend program

• Likes his work, but discovers interest in 
PhD and becoming a professor

• Begins comprehensive application process

• Realizes path is uncertain and financially 
risky; even if all went well he’d be in debt 
until 50

• Decides to stay in current position



MBA Students Investigating Fields and Roles

Juliette (26)
• Entered regular MBA program to move from 

research to technology management

• Has appealing offer in her technical field;
expects to accept

• Uncovers serious interest in art/antiques 
business; likes these things; loves the “hunt”

• Arranges interviews with auction house, 
but withdraws name; interviews would be after 
acceptance date for technology management    
offer

• Accepts technical offer, but plans to experiment 
with art/antique idea on weekends (actively 
picking and occasionally selling from her home)



Isabel’s Decision Assessment

• Management consultant,  
only employer since college, 33

• Likes work – both business and 
non-profit clients

• Good shot at partner election in a year

• Husband in similar career; two young children

• Surprising VP offer from key client

• Deploys rigorous evaluation process
- Research
- Decision model



OBJECTIVE CONSULTINGWEIGHTING NEW OFFER

ALTERNATIVES

Colleagues/mentoring 20% 5 3

Intellectual excitement/
learning 10% 4                                       3

Personal growth 10% 3 5

Really run something 20% 2 4

Flexibility/control 
over life 20% 2 4

Stress/intensity 10% 3        4

Family/moves 10% 5 2

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 3.3 3.6

Isabel’s Matrix



Results of Isabel’s Assessment

• Learns would have to move 2 or 3 times to advance 
with client company – big impact on husband’s career; 
and learns that outsider advancement is a precarious path

• Turns down new offer

• Reflects on new insight into herself and her need to 
contain stress

• Resigns from consulting firm

• Begins search for new opportunity…and 
becomes CEO of large non-profit



Steps to The Strategic Career

I. Set long-term
direction 

II. Set long-term
plan

III. Find opportunity
to get started 

IV. Decide on best
alternative 

Career Strategy

V. Develop staying power

The Strategic Career



WHERE YOU CAN SEE MORE

1. Purchase from Stanford University press (SUP.org)
(with 25% discount code – SCAREER –
through July 31, 2015)

2. Purchase from Amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com, 
or other stores

3. Visit TheStrategicCareer.com


